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New money laundering trends show euros being laundered through Colombia and the U.S.
back to Europe.
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New money laundering trends show euros being laundered through Colombia and the U.S.
back to Europe.
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Red flag indicatoRs
of tRade-based
money laundeRing
• Payments to a vendor made by
unrelated third parties
• Payments to a vendor made via
wire transfers from unrelated
third parties
• Payments to a vendor made
via checks, bank drafts, postal
money orders or travelers
checks from unrelated third
parties
• Suspected or known use of
shell companies and related
accounts
• Unexplained, repetitive or
unusual patterns of wire activity
• False reporting: such as
commodity misclassification,
commodity over-valuation or
under-valuation
• Carousel transactions:
the repeated importation and
exportation of the same
high-value commodity
• Commodities being traded not
matching businesses involved
• Unusual shipping routes
or transshipment points not
making economic sense
• Packaging inconsistent with
commodity or shipping method
• double-invoicing
• discrepancies between invoiced
value of the commodity and the
fair market value
• Payment for the goods either
in excess or below known
market value
• Size of the shipment
inconsistent with the average
volume of business
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laundering, customs fraud, contraband smuggling, and the evasion of
duties and taxes.
by establishing these international
partnerships, TTUs offer another
means to link global customs and
law enforcement agencies together,
expanding networks to help combat
transnational crime. over the past
several years, these joint efforts
have identified and disrupted the activities of criminal organizations engaged in fraudulent trade schemes,
bmPe, money laundering, and illegal exportation of goods, resulting
in multiple arrests and seizures of
millions of dollars of proceeds and
merchandise.

reCenT InveSTIgaTIve
SUCCeSSeS

H

SI, as part of the Joint Terrorism Task Force, initiated a
case to investigate the suspicious exportation of electronic
goods from miami, Fla. to Ciudad
del este in Paraguay. Cuidad del
este borders argentina and brazil,
and is part of a region often referred
to as the Tri-border area. one of
the largest duty-free zones in the
world, Ciudad del este is also a
South american smuggling hotspot
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New money laundering trends show euros being laundered through Colombia and the U.S.
back to Europe.
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